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What is Pixel Box?

Pixel Box is a brand that creates 
small, working arcade machines 
out of cardboard. They do this to 
make their machines lightweight 
and portable. They utilize multi-
game USB flashdrives as a way to 
allow users to change games 
without having to constantly buy 
new units.



Inspiration

Back in 2013 as an after-school project, I built a 
miniature Pac-Man arcade machine out of a 
cardboard box, DVD monitor, and TV game 
joystick that needed to be plugged into a wall to 
be powered on (shown on top). Three years 
later, I replaced the old hardware with a 
drawstring backpack, tablet, Makey-Makey
circuit board, alligator clips and various coins. 
This allowed the machine to be carried around 
without being plugged into the wall.
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Research

I wanted the product to be a potential competitor to products like Arcade1up and Basic Fun, 
which manufacture miniature arcade machines for home or portable use. One problem 
these products have is that you will need to buy other variants to play more games.
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Sketches



Logo Design

Final Logo







3D Model of Product



Packaging



Bookmarks

Bookmarks contains entry lines for 
users to write their highscores on 
as a reminder to try and better 
their scores or to show off the 
score to their friends and family.



Poster

The poster is used for retailers 
selling the product.



Brand Guide

The brand guide was made to 
ensure consistency with the 
overall packaging.
Open the brand guide here.

../Brand%20Guide/Pixelbox_BrandGuide.pdf


Catalog

A catalog was made to showcase their 
products along with their prices. Articles 
related to retro arcade gaming are also 
included as a bonus.
View the catalog in book form here.
Open the catalog’s PDF file here.

PIXEL BOX

Mini-Catalog
December 2020

https://www.flipsnack.com/F8C7F9CC5A8/pixel-box-mini-catalog.html
../Catalog/Pixelbox_Catalog.pdf


ADs

I wanted to do a series of ads to 
showcase the portability of the 
device. I also wanted emphasize 
the product’s cardboard exterior. 

Take The Arcade With You

Portable. Packable. Play
PIXEL BOX

Take The Arcade With You

Portable. Packable. Play
PIXEL BOX
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Website

View the website here.

https://gifted-wiles-1b576d.netlify.app/index.html


Motion Graphic

View the motion graphic here.

https://vimeo.com/482752813


Thank you! Questions?


